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begin with this number, the translation gcr exercises, scales, arpeggios, etc,, is best
all its purity without any
of one of the most valuable works on piano taught and studied
teaching and playing, One Hundred Aphor- attempt at melody or rythm.
The mere presence of melody or rhythm atisms, byJ.C. Eschmann. The task of translating
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rons in all parts
complete change is made in the technical to one and all.
studies with this month.
There will be a re- appreciation s
turn to the studies already commenced, perhaps shall always F
fulness and
with the next issue.
aid the Publis
The most important work we present is do not like ab(
Franz Kullak’s edition of the Preludes of Bach object of The
they will be found most fitting for teaching nical exercises
being only set
pupils who are gifted and pains-taking, who are
persuing the study of music with earnestness- of these depa
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and zeal. Every pianist must at some time
take a course of Bach, or similar contrapuntal our constant a
The edition we reproduce is the
studies.
Every live,
most elegant that has appeared of these matchregularly, one
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and charming exercises.
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investigates for the good of others who kinds of iffeaningiesl, poor music, to keep the
pupil interested for the first two or three years,
follows his profession with a sincere love
such a one I esteem even more than the virtuoso until a tolerable command of the instrument
who rests everything on his virtuosity for success is attained, then they begin to think about inin teaching. Alas how often fine players show, troducing good music.
But ah, it is too late 1
The ears attuned to the low
in some indescribable way, that for them to The die is cast!
receive pupils into their mighty presence is a and vulgar! The mind sent adrift in the wrong
PIANO- boon the humble world should be proud of as channel
Mothers do not train their children up in all
for exerting themselves in behalf of the pupil,
that is something that never occurred to many kind of wrong-doing, in order to awaken and
They play for the pupil, that is arouse their mental powers. They do not conof them.
Is it not well for a teacher to pause in his about all.
sider that interest is all that should be aroused,
work and refleft for awhile on his side drop
Mark, the qualities for virtuosity are not op- no matter whether good or bad, but that there
the pupil entirely and examine one’s own self? posed to qualities for teaching; sometimes you is a moral feature to be considered.
Inquire if I am performing
part efficiently ? find them combined, but as rarely as you find
Many teachers disregard the pupil’s moral
Have I any defeats that should be remedied ? any other two gifts in the same person. It is taste in music, and they are aware all the time
Have I errors that are a disadvantage to me? an extremely difficult thing to do faithful teach- that their course is wrong. I think I hear a
“ Now you are beginHave I habits that lessen
usefulness ?
This is an teacher say to a pupil:
ing when the energies are divided.

who

in the art of piano technics that its study must
commence with the lisping child, and be conAnd the
tinued from thence to good old age.
constant aim must be through life to purify, polfaithful
and
ish and expand our playing, by a
systematic course of technical study.
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FEW THOUGHTS FOR

FORTE TEACHERS.
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A teacher does

not usually give as good a age of specialties and concentration.
lesson as he is capable of, and, further, his
“The age is gone o’er
teaching power is not governed entirely by his
When a man may in all things be all. ”
knowledge.
Teaching power and knowledge
“ The man who seeks one thing in life, and but one,
are quite distinct.
The teacher has not to May
hope to achieve it before life be done
create his own music
On the side of knowl- But he who seeks all things, wherever he goes,

!

,

;

edge much

is

done

him by the composer

for

.

sows,
Only reaps from the hopes which around him he sows

”
harvest of barren regrets.

;

/

A
is to enforce the laws, not to enaCt
'-.wF
But, on the side of teaching, his is unSome teachers engage in too many branches
he stands alone in his power. On the one of music; in the end it were better to be thorAs the poet
side qualities are requisite that have no bear- ough in only one, and stick to it.
ing oft the other whatever.
For teaching, at the Breakfast Table humorously remarked
Tome other mind is the objeCl in acquiring “ Every literary man should follow some proEven vocal and
__ knowledge,
our own is only to be considered. fession, and stick to it.
Knowledge is the making of the implement, plano are at times conflicting.
teaching the use of it after it is finished.
The teacher who teaches everything^ and
teacher brings all his other acquisitions and anything, is on the wrong track for making a
faculties together, to gain success
his knowl- success, in this age, of the music profession
edge of human nature, his social development, that belonged to the age when the schoolmashis general bearing, his dress, his politic nature
ter occupied the pulpit on the Sabbath and
in fact the whole man is considered in teaching. adjourned school on Saturday to prepare his
But, for knowledge, one might live in a tub, sermon.
like Diogenes.
One thing that is more particularly distraCtThe teacher is in a position to do quite as he ing, and also detracting to a music teacher, is
chooses to do his whole duty, or a part, or to the practice of engaging in the sale of pianos
neglect it entirely.
There is no one to tell him and organs. The praCtice is inartistic, to say
if he neglects to perform his part
all the pu- the least
it is beneath the dignity of a teacher,
pil can do is to discontinue at the end of the To purify and elevate the standard of the proquarter, which is the only available punishment, l fession, all must be done to discourage this
that can be inflicted upon the careless teacher. feature.
In the majority of cases where the pupil ceases
In the upper walks of the profession, which
taking lessons, the teacher is to blame, and in- should be the aim of every teacher to reach,
difference and neglect on his part, and not in- there is an absence of anything of this kind,
competency, are the causes. The teacher that Teaching is a profession selling pianos and
interests himself only in bright pupils, will soon organs is a traffic, a legitimate business, that
have to leave his profession. It is with the requires time and great taCt, and cannot well
heavy, slow pupil that a teacher exhibits his be engaged in without incurring a harmful retrue nature.
suit on his professional and artistic standing.
' Schumann has a rule that pupils should practeacher had better keep out of it, or at least
tice as if a master heard them. Now, if teachers avoid it as much as possible, and devote his
taught as if a master heard them, there would energies to his calling he cannot well serve
be much more faithful practice done by the two different masters. Simply because he is a
pupil
much more earnestness, enthusiasm judge of instruments is no more reason why he
and ambition in the work. If, when teaching should engage in the business, than that a
a song without words, a Mendelssohn were by teacher of penmanship should sell pens or
our side listening, or a Beethoven, when teach- painter peddle pidlure frames or a minister,
ing a sonata, what different teaching would Bibles.
It is well to ponder on this question,
there be
Teachers need as much to spur and to know how far to go without a reflection
them to duty as the pupils. Let us, then, medi- on, and detriment to, our calling.
tate how we can give a better lesson.
One of the most perplexing things connected
The successful teacher is the one who has with teaching the piano is the selection of suitahad the object of teaching in his mind while ble music for pupils pieces that are chaste,
he was being educated. Teaching, as a make- easy and interesting? which shall pave the way
shift, is not to be trusted.
broken-down for the appreciation and create a love for the
artist rarely imparts well.
live, ambitious greater works of the masters ; music that leads
teacher-—one who gives his whole life up to on, and opens the ways for the beautiful golden
teaching who brings to bear all his power on fields beyond, is the most troublesome thing a
improving his method of imparting; who studies, teacher has to contend with. Many teachers,f to shine himself,
but to impart it to others s
work
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ning to play very nicely, and I will soon have
to g* ve y°u good music. ”
And, after awhile
the attempt is made, but lo
every feeling of
the pupil revolts from so sudden a changfe.
s
been
educated
up
to a proper ap,^
preefirtiqn of the sublime beauties of the masterpieces^haow so abruptly placed before his bewildered e)ce^.
TJae' music breaks on his ears
like so many Ihiefeous and disgusting sounds?
What should be soul-stirring sounds flat and
empty.
His taste has become vitiated, and
this is almost impossible to overcome.

Now, what

\

from the

is

to

be done

?

First,

Teach

only that which is good and refining.
Second, Patronize only those dealers
who keep good music our inland dealers are
not up to the standard in this respeCt the drift
of the whole business is to satisfy only the
lowest taste.
Third, Never keep on hand, or
play any but the best and purest.
If a course
of this kind is persistently pursued a rich reward will follow. This is especially true of
Seminary teaching, where the teacher shapes
and moulds the taste of the entire school,
There is plenty of good, easy, chaste music,
if teachers only knew where to find it.
Schumann has written very many good pieces for
beginners, Lichner has a mine of gems for the
young, Spindlef, Clementi, Reinecke, Koehler,
Kullak and many other excellent musicians.
have any amount of easy teaching music, which
is just made to bring up a pupil in the way lie
In music, as in everything else, we
should go.
do not take naturally to that which is good,
At times it is a profitable thing to allow a
pupil to undertake a piece beyond his ability
they come out the stronger for it.
to play
It gives them a clear idea of their own attainTo illustrate
ments.
An English sportsman had a young bull-dog;
One day the servant
he also owned a bear.
rushed into his master’s presence, crying
The bear and dog are fighting, and the
What shall I <
is getting nearly killed
start

—

;

—

‘

‘

!

“ Let ’em fight, let ’em fight ; it will be
”
making of the dog.
So, often it will be the making of a pupil
have a tussle with a heavy piece,

^
Frederick Wieck’s matchless Piano Stu
which appear in this issue, are worthy the
sideratjon of every thoughtful teacher,
are prepjtred to fill order^as will
the a
ivertiSelfTent^ob, page 16. I|
advertiSelfTent^of^ikjge

have never examined a copy will find it to
advantage to send to us, since we give

most u

:
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ONE HUNDREI^lPHORISMS.

ness and

*

1

negligence sown in the beginning sary to slur a legato passage.
It may happen
up later and bring forth its bitter that more notes are to be played legato thaii

9.
will
spring*

SUGGESTIONS, DIRECTIONS, INCENTIVES, fruit.
DIVE L.O PilNTS.
more

C.

ESCHMANN.

[Translated from the

German by A.

J.

stand
2.

first

of

II. Swydisj?:,]

After awhile he will become
pression.
so thorough in time that he may venture without disadvantage upon greater rythmical liberties. ^Nothing is more provoking to the careful teacher than to have his pupil exhibit in
later years errors where they should have been
This is invariably an evidence
least expected.
of superficial study of first principles.- Lady

are situated on one

Now,

staff.

as

one

slur

over two staves, the beginning of the second requiring a new slur,
misconceptions, ensue, because the end of the
first slur at the conclusion of the first staff is
not always an evidence that the hand must be
raised at this point, and that the last note

”

,

:

teachers ©specially »are rarely careful enough
in this particular with beginners.
3. Impress upon your pupils during their
course of instruction, as a sort of musical catechism, the principles of Robert Schumann's
Musikalische Hans und Lcbcnsicgchi."
This
should continue, a paragraph at each lesson, un‘

til

earth.

!

all.

from the very beginning, upon

nothing more rigidly than upon correctness of
During the first couple of years of his
time.
instruction, the pupil must play everything in
strict time, naturally and without stiffness, accurately observing the accent and marks of ex-

‘

illustrated

“For every cannot be extended

Seek, by all means, to inspire your puwith a love for labor.
To this end try to
have him appreciate the delicious feeling of
sureness which he experiences whenever he
has carefully studied his piece, and is able to must be detached from the first one of the followplay it correctly.
When this sensation steals ing staff It indeed happens in innumerable
upon him, then for the first time does he ex- pieces of printed music that a long legato pasperience genuine satisfaction from his playing sage is cut up, by a number of small slurs, into
—a satisfaction which intelligent labor alone can a corresponding number of groups. In
Thus lay hold of him by his musical such a case, the. slurs are not marks of expresafford.
conscience
sion, but owe their useless existence to the
10. Difficult passages must be practiced un- carelessness of thf eomposeers, who owe it to
til the pupil
is able to play them in a some- their own imbecility that their productions rewhat faster time than is really indicated, or ceive an entirely unintended interpretation.
that is actually necessary, so that he may then It is true that a thorough musician, in spite of
execute them in the required time with greater all such marking, will easily discern the intended
ease and accuracy, and without any nervous- meaning, but from a mere: novice this is not
ness or uneasiness whatever,
to be expected.
The latter should, however,
The same importance is to be attached frequently have his., attention called to this
1 1.
to the accent and marks of expression in mu- common error, and he will presently learn to
^
sic as to the corresponding signs in language. correct it for himself,
As the phrases and sentences of the latter are
Especially in the svorlcs- of Mozart, there
separated by marks of punctuation, such as prevails the greatest arbitrariness with regard
the period, comma, etc. so in music we find to the-marking.
The following occurs in the
such phrases and passages indicated and sep- Adagio of his C minor
arated by pauses and slurs instead of periods
and commas. The non-observance of these is
j etc.
attended with consequences similar to those
which follow when little children repeat verses
whose meaning they do not comprehend.
Evidently this is entirely wrong, because all
Theree nsues simply a meaningless and monotothese notes in this accompaniment should be
nous drawl.
In the older editions of the musical classics, played legato throughout.
Let the instructor see to it carefully that the
these marks of expression are generally extremely meagre, or even not used at all. last note of one of these groups is smoothly
Greater accuracy in this particular, however, connected with the first of the succeeding
group, especially at such places (as at a),
is seen already in the works of Beethoven,
though even here not always indicating the in- where the hand is extended in order to connect two notes lying at some distance apart,
tended effect.
Curved lines should be employed only either or across a bar, or in passing from one staff to
to bind together two notes on the same de- another,.
gree, the second of which is not to be struck
( tie)
or as a mark of expression to indicate THE VIRGINIA STATE MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION.
that a break is to be made between two such

—

Insist,

is

:

own punishment on

pil

Resolve
First Fundamental Principle.
firmly before each lesson never to lose, even
At ail times
for an instant, your equinamity.
and under all circumstances, have patience.
If there were a table of Ten Commandments
for piano instructors,. “have patience” would
1.

forcibly Goethe’s saying

fault brings its

Being tie ResultofThirtfYeafs' ExperienceasTeacherofthe Piano-Forte,

By

Under no circumstances

they have committed them thoroughly to

memory.

Study right critically the admirable work
of Louis Koehler, Dct Klavienintenicht. ” This
be of incalculable benefit and assistance to
you upon what will at times prove to be a
somewhat arduous path, and may always" be
referred to with implicit confidence.
Endeavor as far as practicable, to diffuse and turn
to account throughout the circle in which you
labor, its suggestions to parents with regard
to the selection of a teacher, instrument, &c. lines (slur). 'This is made noticeable in playThe Association met in this City during the
5. The first principles of harmony should ing by raising the hand, or forearm, each time.
Holidays and effected a permanent organizaalways, from the very first lesson, go hand in
few examples may make this clearer
tion. ThusAhe Old Dominion falls in line with
hand with execution, so that the pupil may
her sister States in forming a brotherhood of
always know the why and wherefore.
detailed account of the
music teachers.
Louis
Koehler
here
6.
recommends as the
proceeding we are strongly tempted to pen,
best method of impressing the musical notation
but we must forego this desire, and only dwell
(form, position, value, &C., of notes), that the
on the salient features of the meeting.
The
pupil be required to use ruled music paper,
following is the programme, which was carried
-ffclriiting and illustrating for himself these prinout fully, except in a few instances, where the
ciples.
This, as it stands here, is marked entirely
speakers were not present, and some of these
7. In playing at sight, accustom the pupil wrong, and, if rendered accordingly ( all conwere present by proxy:
to reading from below upwards.
In this way, nected, that is under the long slur), would reThursday. 9 a. m., I devotional Exercises; 9:15 a. m.,
he always looks at the part. for the left hand a ceive a totally incorrect interpretation.
It Organization, Election of Officers, etc.
10 a. m., Music as
little before the other, and thus learns to play must be rendered thus
an Integral Part of a General Education, Aldine S. Keiffer, Editor of Musical Million, Dayton, Va.
11 a. m..
with more precision, and is less likely to be
Piano Technic, Fred 0. Hahr, Richmond, Va. 2 p.m.,
governed by the mere melody and its attrac’
9^,
Organ in the service of the Church, F. R. Webb, Stauntions at the sacrifice.of a clear, harmonious acton, Va.
3 p. m., Music in our Universities and Collages,
iv".,
r.
companiment.
]] W. H. Neave; Salisbury, N. C. 4 p.-m., Our Chosen Profession, A. G. Showalter, Rockingham Co., Va.
8 p. m..
g!'
8. Everything that is learned must be prer*Organ Recital, J. Carroll Chandler, Richmond, Va., at
sented frequently in such a clear and forcible
Second Presbyterian Church.
manner that it ' becomes indellibly impressed
At the sign ’, the hand is to be raised each Friday. 9 a. m., Devotional Exercises 9:15 a. m.,
Honest Teaching vs. Popular Taste, Aloys Bidez, LL. D.,
up on his minti^-fbrming, as it were, a second time.
10:30 a. in., The Piano-Forte Teacher,
Charlotte, N. C.
isT>y no means
difficult
nature.
In
the
that a succession of
4.

‘
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1

;

It
a
matter
reality,
rule is
Theo. Presser, Lynchburg, Va. 11:30 a. m., Popular
linculcateucprrectly a new principle, but to notes, long or short, unmarked, must be played Taste-—How to Improve it; 2 p. m. On Musical Education,
uproot negligent and careless habits once in a smooth, connected style (legato), in con-j J. Carroll Chandler, Richmond, Va. 3 p. m., An Outside
of the Musical Profession 4 p. m., Business Meetformed is difficult indeed, and, as a rule, ab- trast with one having a. dot above each note View
ing 8p. m. Concert, under the direction of Louis SchehtEvery seed of careless- (staccato). It is therefore entirely, unneces- mann, Lynchburg, Va.
solutely impossible.
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[Continued from page-1.]

fact that the effect depends not only on the technique but
equally on the delivery, the spiritual vivifieation of the
passages.
Now, it is not necessary to demonstrate by prolix argumentation that by far the greater number of young
pianists make the greatest account of the technique and
devote most time to it. Hereby attention is withdrawn
from the spiritual conception and the delivery. On the
other hand, to be sure, it also happens that many a pupil
devotes his attention chiefly to the latter and neglects the
technique, which thus remains faulty.
It is very seldom
the case that the mechanical part, the technique and the
delivery are maintained by the pupil in equilibrium, and it
may be asserted that this case is chiefly the result of extraordinary talent, implying that the pupil has a quick perception and a lively imagination, and hence can afford to
devote, without detriment to the delivery, a great, deal of
time to the technical part. The author sets out from the

The essays were, without exception, of the
highest literary merit, and deserve a wider circulation.
The unbounded thanks of the Association are due W, H. Neave, of Salisbury,
N. C., not only for his scholarly essay, but for
his noble public spirit, shown by his interest
in this movement, to benefit the common
brotherhood of music.
F. R. Webb,
of
Staunton, and J. Carroll Chandler, and the local teachers aided much by whatCthey contributed directly, but the gentlemanly and highminded spirit in which the deliberations were

daily with repeating the A-B-C as fast as possible, add always faster and faster. Use your time better.
“Dumb piano-fortes, so called, or key-boards without
sound, have been invented. Try them long enough to see
that they are good for nothing.
You cannot leant to speak
from the dumb.
4. Play in time
The playing of many virtuosi is like
the gait of a drunkard. Make not such your models.
5. Learn at an early age the fundamental laws of har’

’

!

mony.
6. Be not frightened by the words theory, thorough-bass,
counterpoint, etc.
they will meet you friendly if you
meet them so.
% Never dilly-dally over a piece ft music, but attack it
briskly and never play it only half through
8. Dragging and hurrying are equally great faults.
9. Strive to play easy pieces well and beautifully
it is
;

!

;

;

shone forth throughout conviction that an equilibrium between the purely me- better than to render harder pieces only indifferently well.
chanical exercises and those studies which develop tech10. Always insist on having your instrument purely
the entire meeting.
The whole meeting was nique and delivery—-the musical element, is best estabtuned.
characterized by a harmonious and fraternal feel- lished by assigning to the mechanical part little but that
It, You must not only be able to play your little pieces
ing.
The discussions were warm and earnest, difficult, and to the musical part, on the contrary, much. with the fingers you mustlwable to hum them over withThe mechanical exercises, he thinks, should be so adapted out a piano. Sharpen your imagination so that you may
but devoid of all personality.
The business as
to acquire great exertion and with but moderate use de- fix in your mind not only the melody of a composition, but
was transacted without bickering and in accor- velop strength in every direction, while on the other hand also- the harmony belonging to it.
dance to parlimentary usages. The entire ses- so much the more time and attention, should be given to
JH, Accustom yourself, even though you have but little
sion was a marked success, and the credit is those exercises which promote, a thorough knowledge of voice, tossing at sight without the aid of an instrument.
Rhythmics:,. which perfect thej.ouch, kindle and musically The sharpness of your hearing will continually improve by
largely due to the President, J. Carroll Chand- refine the imagination, cultivate the sense of form, quicken
But if you are the possessor of a rich voice,
that means.
ler, and to whose leadership the future success the perception, facilitate the recognition of the various lose not a moment’s time, but cultivate it, and consider it
of the Association depends.
His musical tone-forms, and educate the mind to a correct appreciation the fairest gift which heaven has lent yott.
of the master-works of musical art.
Hence, as soon as
13. You must carry it so far that you can understand a
ability, his public spirit, his es^husiasm and rethe pupil has reached the middle stage, and — for instance piece of music upon paper.
fined social nature, assure a safe and prosper- --is ready to take up the 1st Book of Cramer's Studies.,
14. When you are playing, never trouble yourself about
ous voyage to the craft that has just been the method should be, a few difficult technical st udies the who is listening.
pupil’s strength and abilities determining how oftcii and
15. Always play as if a master heard you.
launched into the sea of prejudice, ignorance how
long they are to be practised ), and many pieces, not
10. If any one lays a composition before you for the first
and indifference.
difficult ones, but such as must and can be played well.
time, for you to play, first read it over.
Let no one say. it is dangerous to begin difficult techniThe next meeting will be held in the last
17. Have you done your musical day's work, and do you

conducted by them,

,

;

(

cal studies so early, to weary the pupil and disgust him feel exhausted ?
Then do not constrain yourself to further
June, 1884, at Richmond.
It is fully
with the piano and with music generally that it is neces- lalxsr. Better rest than work without joy or freshness.
delegates will attend this sary rather to begin by awakening in him a sincere love
1 50
18. Play nothing as you grow older which is merely
The following officers have been for piano-playing the rest will come of itself, etc.., etc.
Time is precious. One must have a hunfashionable.
He who pursues art seriously, whether as amateuT or dred lives if he would acquaint himself only with ail that
elected to manage the affairs of the Associaprofessionally, will not shun any difficulty that leads more is good.
tion for the ensuing year
rapidly to the goal.
And the teacher must on his part
19. Children cannot be brought up on sweafmeats and
understand how to foster in the pupil a love for music, confectionery to be sound and healthy men. As the physiJ. Carroll Chandler.
President.
even when giving him many a hard lesson. In regard to cal, so must the mental food, be simple and nourishing.
F. R. Webb.......
Vice-President,
the necessity of beginning early with difficult exercises, The masters have provided amply for the latter; keep to
Theo. Presser.........
Secretary and Treasurer.

week

in

,

;

expected that
next meeting.

—

:

•

..

the author would refer tp the drill of the Prussian recruits
and to an example from ancient history. Observing how
the Prussian recruits learn to inarch, how they must first
raise the leg, with strongly bent, knee, very high, and hold it
sometime in this position, how they then with a jerk stretch
out the foot perfectly stiff, hold it so a moment and then
tread on the ground, thus dividing as it were each step
into three parts, whereas in ordinary life the practice is
merely to raise the foot a little above the ground and then
set it down,
observing all this, one might at first judge
this method to be more whimsical than useful, nay, many
a superficial observer might consider such an exercise as
only worrying the poor man for nothing, for “ in really
marching he never uses this kind of step.
But precisely
this exercise gives the Prussian soldier steadiness and endurance 4n marching precisely because he has been required, practising slowly, to exert to such a degree the
power of all the muscles of the foot, he is able later, in
more rapid movement, to overcome with so much the
greater ease the difficulties of a long and fatiguing march.
So too did many a Roman soldier, before going into battle,
bind metalic soles under his sandals, in order that the
march, when begun, might seem rather a relief. In the
same way, when the pianist applies in his slow practice the
most difficult method, .requiring the exertion and concentration of his strength, he will in a high degree strengthen
the nluscles of his fingers, and in playing overcome all
difficulties with greater certainty ana ease.
For indolent
or weakly students of music this method is of course not
adapted perseverance and a certain amount of strength
are in our day necessary to every one who desires to carry
piano-playing beyond mediocrity. Nevertheless, that perseverance and earnest striving accomplish more than
strength alone does, has been proved by the great artists
Buelow and Tausig, who with slight bodily frame and
small hands have done such wonderful things.

—

Executive Committee. J. Carroll Chandler, ex-officio,
E. E. Ayers, H, Noltenius, Chas. L. Seigel, F. R. Webb.

Those wishing, before the next meeting, to
become members and identify themselves with
the Association, can do so by addressing the
Secretary and receiving in return, for the annual fee of $ 1 00, a ticket of membership.
Virginia teachers should not delay their connection with the organization.
It will not
be out of place to insert here the resolution
unanimously adopted at the Ohio Music Teachers’ Association, held in Columbus, Ohio, during the past Holidays

;

24. Consider it a mohstrosity to alter or leave oat anything, or to introduce any new-fangled ornaments in pieces
by a good Composer. That is the greatest outrage yon can

;

-

undoubtedly be passed
at the next meeting, in June, at Richmond.
will

a

do to

art.
25. In the selection of your pieces for study, ask advice
of older players ; that will save you much time.
26. You must gradually make acquaintance -with all the
more important works of all the important masters.
27. Be not led astray by the great popularity of the soThink more of the applause of arcalled great virtuosi.

Ajitlfor ofTauslg’s “Dally Studies."]

In our time the mechanical part of piano-playing, . e.,
isolated passage- work, Wing nothing in common
with Touch, Rhythmics, variety of Tone-color, thus with
the technical part properly so-called, has had an enormous
development. To say nothing of the modem virtuosocomposers, the Henses and Kalkbrenners, Aid others, who
in their “ Fantaisies” ( without fancy ) make great demands on the player, or of the as yet unequalled master of
the piano, Franz Liszt, who in his Conoert-pieoos and
Studies requires the “ transcendental, ” even Beethoven
in his last Sonatas, then Schumann and Chopin, and now
Brahms, Kiel, Kirchner and others present in their works
the most difficult combinations of runs, trills, double-

a

mere

.

—

ROBERT SCHUMANN’S RULES '^OR

[

j

I

ashamed of.
30. Omit no opportunity, however, to play with others
It makes your playing fluent, spirited
in duos, trios, etc.
and easy. Accompany a singer when you can.
31. If all would play first violin we could get no orchesRespect each, musician, therefore, in his
tra together.
place,
83. Love your instrument, but do not hare the vanity

to think it the highest and only one. Consider that there
are others quite as fine. Reiners her, too, that there are
angers, that the highest btanif^rtations in musie s®
through chorus and orchestra combined,
with sootta thus,
b 88. As you progress, tore more t©
1. The most important thing is to cultivate the sense of
"
hearing. Take pains early to distinguish tones and keys with virtuosi.
by the ear. The bell, the window-pane, the cuckoo, seek
34. Practice industriously the fugues of good marten,
4S
above all, those of John Sebastian Bach. Make the wellto And what tones they each give out.
3, Yon most industriously practice scales and other An- teinpered clavichord” your daily bread; then you will

YOUNG

|

tists than of that of the multitude,
28. Every fashion grows unfashionable again ; if you
persist in it for years, you find yoav.-i T a vkiiculouj -.mxcomb in the eyes of everybody.
29. It is more injury than profit to you to play a great
Have a regard to other people ; but
deal before company.
never play anything which, iu your inmost soul, you are
.

;

REFLECTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS ON
PIANO TECHNIC.

notes, chord-successions in rapid
sages, the mastery of which is the

;

—

Resolved, “That the Ohio Music Teachers’ Association
favors a board of examiners empowered to grant certificates of musical standing, and desires to co-operate with
the National Music Teachers’ Association in such steps as
may be taken bj them in establishing such a board of examiners throughout the State and Union.”

[By H. EnafSten,

worth.
21. You most not give currency to poor compositions;
on the contrary you must do all you can to suppress them.
22. You should'neither play poor compositions, nor even
listen to them, if you are not obliged to.
23. Never try to acquire facility in what is called braTry iu a composition to bring out the impression
vura.
which the’ composer ’had in his mind more than this attempt not more than this is caricature.

’ ’

:

N

A

—

.

Such a measure,

that.
player may be very glib with finger-passages ; they
20.
all, in time," grow commonplace, .and must be changed.
Only where such facility serves higher ends is it of any

MUSICIANS.

—

.

ger exercises. But there are many persons who imagine iiirely be a tlK>roiH[h musician,
85. Seek among your associates those
that all will be accomplished if they keep on spending
till they grow sM, la mare meeM- than you.
[TO BK CONTINUED.]
as if one

tempo and octave-pas- ss®ny' hours each duf*
more laborious from the c& 'pnct
,

-

-

/

'
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who know more
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BACH’S

METHOD OF TEACHING.

PLOYMENT.

study of the Piano-forte will receive
attention, and answers appear usually, in the following month,
The
if received before the fifteenth of the current month
writer’s name must accompany letter to insure an answer .]
[ Questions pertaining

u^SsL

MUSIC TEACHERS BUREAU OF EM-

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
to the

John Sebastian Bach’s method of teaching was peculiar
and the result of. many years of careful study
Before entering into a description of his
and practice.
method, however, we must beg our readers to bear in mind
that the clavier or harpsichord had very little in common,
with, and was far inferior to, the piano of the present
are constantly receiving letters from all
A. D. Question 1.- What does Mr. Han croft mean by
day, and that musicians then depended solely upon
“ anaylzing ( a piece ) to discover its structural form, the parts of the country, from teachers inquiring their own skill for the production of certain effects which
blendmotives
and
recurrence, imitation and meaning of
about positions, and from parties who are in the piano may now lx? said almost to produce itself. It is
ing and contrasting of themes ?” I will be grateful if The
are in a posiof a suitable teacher.
give me the name of a book that search
can
,

to himself,

.

PROSPECTUS.

We

—

—

We

Etude

explain this, or
does, so that I can teach it to

my

The
to aid both parties.
Etude circulates largely among institutions of
learning and teachers, making it an excellent
propose to
medium for communication.
undertake to provide music teachers of experience and ability, who may apply to the
tion,

pupils.

naturally,

wo copy from Forkel’s life
The first thing Bach taught his pupils was the position
hand and his own peculiar way of striking the note.
The hand was held over the keys with all five fingers so
bent as to come with equal force upon the notes below.
The roles for striking the notes wore
1. Not to throw or let fall the fingers upon the notes,
Bureau, with suitable positions, and during but to strike with an assured feeling of full power and
pose, on this subject, is “ Musical Forms” by E. Pauer,
eommand in the hand of the player.
will
months
there
be
a
summer
the
conqing
one of the series of Music Primers, edited by Dr. Stainer.
equally divided
2. The force of the stroke must be
A knowledge of the simpler forms, ( the minuet, rondo, great demand for efficient instructors of music through all the five fingers, so that the fingers be not
King, etc.,.) should come before the sonata form, and be- in colleges, seminaries, conservatories, private snatched up from the keys, but drawn from them with an
fore this a pupil should be made familiar with periods, families, etc.
even movement toward the palm of the hand.
phrases and motives.
By this method the mass of power or strength with
will be fully prepared for business by
2.Can you give me the name of a book that teaches
which the first key was struck will be thrown with the
See advertisement on third greatest rapidity upon the next finger, so that both tones
the chords. Some method of teaching them to children, our next issue.
?
them
use
to
practical
of
that will be
Parties can now enroll their will, while separated, still sound together. The stroke
page of cover.
” says Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach,
Answer.-— n “ Wreck Studies, ” from page 28 to close, names all information will be cheerfully given thus made “ was,
“ neither too long nor too short, but precisely what it
(14 pages ), will be found a concise and serviceable treatthis office.
at
rehave
Men.”
The
rules
-ought
to
piano-playing.
to
applied
as
ment of chords
lating to the construction and progression of chord, as
The bent position of the fingers marie each of their mofstaught in Elements of Harmony, by Emery, should be
ments, comparatively easy, so that the tripping, stumbling
studied in connection with the above work. A blind
and blundering, common to many musicians who played
striking of chords, without knowing their inward relation,
with outstretched fingers, were avoided.
^
One
will end only in confusion, uncertainty and doubt.
3. The drawing in of the finger tips, and the rapid transBy WALTER K. FOBES.
should not only know how the next chord is going to
fer of power from one finger to another, produced the
reference to that part of a
symphony, sonata, trio, etc. that immediately follows the
double bar, usually called the development. The themes
are given out in the part preceding the double bar and are
worked out or treated in the development. The above
quotation from Mr. Bancroft, enumerates some of the
ways of treating the themes. The best work for your pur-

Answer.—-M r. Bancroft has
,

:

of the

We

:

We

—

;

NOTES ON MUSIC.

_

sound, before it is struck, but, also, to know how to blend
one with the other in the smoothest possible manner. To
do this, through the ramification of the different keys,
presupposes a knowledge of the principles of harmony.

—

M. A. M. —Question 2. When a chord is to be played
with both hands in the treble, and is then repeated with
the 8 va over the treble for the right hand, does it effect
the left, hand part too ?
Answer.
n your instance—yes. If the left hand is
not to be effected' it should be written on a separate staff.
There are instances in which the left hand is not effected-;,
noticeably, when the right hand is performing a florid passage, 8 va’ with the melody in the left, and played mostly
from the base staff, only where, for convenience in reading,
a high note is written on the upper staff also, when the
right hand is playing small notes, 8 va, the left hand large
notes on the same staff are not usually effected by the 8 va.
Salon music is full of examples of both ways, only the
character of the music and judgment of the player can
determine which is meant.

—

;

—

—

hat book shall I read that is
Question.
S. A. R.
philosophical, without being too learned or metaphysical,
that will treat of the nature and analysis of music, etc.?

—

delightful study on this subject, is found
Answer.
in a small volume entitled, “ What is Music ? ” by Isaaq
L. Kice. D. Appleton & Co., New York, are the publishers.

—

L. A. P. Question. What edition of Chopin’s works
do you consider the best.
Answer. —Theo. Kullak’s edition, published in Berlin,
The copious notes have
we recommend above all others.
received an elegant translation by A. R. Parsons.

—

—

Question.
ill The Etude be kind enough
C. A. L.
to give me a list of pieces that are reliable, about the difficulty used by pupils who have studied from three to four
years, and have average Jtalent.

Lately I had the pleasure of hearing some remarks on
the importance of raising the standard of piano teaching,
The speaker was a well-known teacher of
in America.
Boston, who believes thoroughly, that we, in this country,
do not take time enough to learn. In Europe they spend

months, sometimes more, on five-finger exercises and
proper position of the hand. In America if the pupil in
six months cannot play a sonata, it is thought the pupil’s
progress is very slow, and that the teacher is not as good
We do not like to plod slowly, but
as might be desired.
we must move fast, and consequently many things are
As a consequence we
left undone which are necessary.
have no celebrated pianists like Rubenstein. Von Buelow,
etc., but, in their stead, a few good players, and many

six

greatest perfection of clearness in each separate tone, as
well as smoothness and equality in the execution of brilPlayed in this manner, each note sounded
liant passages.
full and round as a pearl.

The result of all this care was the most exquisite degree
Bach played with a scarcely noticeof finish in execution.
able movement of the fingers, and only his fingers moved
at all; his hand, it is said, “ kept its slightly rounded
position even in the most difficult passages ; his fingers
were never more raised than in the execution of a trill, and

when only one finger was used the others were motionless,”
Out of his method of teaching grew his system of fingering,
which is the one upon which Clement! baaed his method.
Before Bach’s time, and even during his early years, music
was more harmonic than melodic, and very few player*
ever used the thumb, except when it was absolutely necespoor ones.
music was
The teacher said, in teaching the piano we must bear in sary in order to turn the hand. Theo, too,
because the
mind there are three things to be educated the hand, the rarely composed in all the twenty-four keys,
had no facilities for the playing
head and the heart. And you must educate them in the or- clavier, as then existent,
learned
Bach
who
first
was
It
those keys.
der named first the hand. Position must be first taught, of music in all
“ that his tenors did not
and the pupil made to understand that the fingers alone do so to unite melody and harmony
merely accompany, but even sang a part themselves,” So
all the work in melody, that is when one note at a time is
and then executed
That the move- with his piano music, he first composed
to be played with either or both hands.
His execution is aid
ment from the wrist is to be used for chords, and some- pieces in all the twenty-four keys.
have been no less remarkable for power and grandeur
times, for loud chords of many notes, the movement from to
than fotf its exquisite delicacy, and the clearness and disthe elbow. To accomplish this needs at least six months,
enunciated the different notes. It
and this is education of the hand. Next comes the educa- tinctness with which he
was a common saying that nothing possessed any difficulty
tion of the head, which means a knowledge of notes, time
and marks of expression, which requires a longer or shorter for Bach.
His rule in teaching was to compel his scholars for six
time, according to the aptness of the pupil.
As to the
heart, the teacher said that was beyond the province of months to play nothing but certain axeeises which, brought
the teacher. It is dependent on the character and disposi- into use all the fingers of both hands. Sometimes this pretion of the pupil how music will sound after the hand and paratory study was prolong®! to twelve months, but if the
head have been thoroughly educated. The poet says “The exercises were then found too exhausting to the fstien.ce of
heart giveth grace unto every art,” and the music will ex- his scholars, he was good? enough to write little pieces
press or not, according as the player feels, and can execute which interested them, while still compelling the same sort
His six preludes, ( which are begun with this
of practice.
mechanically without the slightest hesitation.

—

;

As an illustration of the American character of pushing number of The Etuds ) for beginners were written in this
on as worthy matters, he told the following story A teacher of the vio- way, during the lessons of one of his pupils, but he afterlin was called upon by a man for a coutse of lessons.
The wards worked them up to their present high degree- of
Grieg. man came in with a roll of music under one arm and a new finish.
Album Blatt (Leaf)
Kullak. violin under the other. The teacher says, “I suppose you
Kinder Scenen of 62
, Aft®? this year
of preparation, he immediately put his
Bach. wish to take a quarter’s lessons ?” “Yes,” was the answer. [own greater works in the hands of his pupils, and in order
Gavotte in D and D Minor...
Jensen. “Can you come once a week ?” asked the teacher. “Well,” "to aid them in playing them, always played them over first
The Mill...,
Henmit. said the man, “I live fifty miles from here, and it would himself, saying, “It must sound thus, and thus.”
Fruehiings Lied of 15
Liszt. be inconvenient for me to come.
Wolfgangs Invocation (Wagner)....
I came into the city this
Josephy. morning, and I wanted to leave for home to-morrow night.
The Mill....
ach. I bought this music and violin this morning.
Music is a difficult art to learn it, requires patience.
Gavotte in D Major (Mason’s)
Could you
J..T.
Haydn. give me the quarter’s lessons in successon between now and The teacher, therefore, to be consistent, useful and effiGipsey Rondo
cient, should possess and exercise a proportionate amount
to-morrow night?”
few of more difficulty
of patience.
Liszt.
This seems absurd, but this is an actual fact. The averGondolied Nanezia e Napoli
The impatient teacher does little good and a great deal
Liszt. age American is not so bad as that, but we do not have the
Charity
Weber. plodding qualities which are necessary to secure the best of harm, depriving the pupil momentarily of the faculties
Rondo in E Fiat.
....Schumann. results for the art of music or any other art. So teachers of perception and memory, besides destroying that feeling
Novelette in F
friendship and sympathy which should exist between
of
...Henmit.
must
counteract
work
to
the
tendency
as
much
as
they
Amour.,..
can,
Poem, de
teacher and pupil.
Mendelssohn, and raise the standard by insisting upon one thing at'
Caprice in E Major of 88 .........
Be patient, but not weak nor over-indulgent, lest the
After you Rave inspected these if desirable, I will con* time. First the hand, then the head, and then the heart
can express itself.
Goldbeck.
pupil should rule the teacher.
tinue the list, and perhaps give a tjloeer classification.

—

Answer.
and valuable

he following list can be relied
for every student of the piano
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Cfotiirattf,
Written for The Etude.

Experiences, Suggestions, Trial, Etc.

The

on music, and
Knowledge is power.-—Hoc on.
of good musical periodicals, has always been' Underrated
by the very teachers that ought to make the most, of them
Eternal vigilence is the price of success.
namely, those in the smaller towns and colleges, where
An idle, or malicious word, flies, never to be recalled.
pupils do not have the desirable advantage of hearing much
good music where concerts are few, and those generally
-The worst of slaves, is he whom passion rules. Brooke.
given by the pupils themselves. ’Where there is no musiWe give advice by the bulk, but take it in by the grain.
cal atmosphere a great incentive to musical study is lackAlger.
ing, and the interest in the art can be only insignificant.
Where there is no interest, in a study, very little progress
The greatest and beet, has at all times been in the raiwill be made.
The greater the interest the more effective nor t
hler t
y
the study and practice.
Some one has written-— “The body is like a piano, and
The average music pupil knows very little, or nothing,
pertaining to music and its great creators.
Every music happiness is the music,”
teacher ought to collect a library of musical biography*
for
do our utmost to encourage the
use, value

and importance

of treatises

;

[Short communications of a didactical nature wilt be received from teachers. Only the initials of the writers are
printed, without postoffice address.]

;

A

teacher without patience,

is

a lamp without

oil.

—

A

valuable hint to teachers may be gained from the advice Beethoven gave the Pianist Czerny, who undertook

i

the musical education of his nephew, Carl: “ When sufadvanced, do not stop his ( Carl’s ) playing on account of little mistakes, but only point them out at the
end of the piece. I have always followed this system,
which quickly forms a musician.”

ficiently

We
He

beautiful,

itself.

thinks he can afford to be negligent,
from being poor. Johnson.

soon find himself abundantly paid for his pains and outlay
by the new interest and increased diligence manifested by
his pupils in the “ divine art. ”
By all means let him urge
them to subscribe for at least one good periodical that is
devoted to the interests of music, and not, published for
the benefit of some sheet music or piano firm.
The Etude
Goldbeck's Musical Art, Boston Musical Herald, with
probably two or three others, are made of the right kind of
“stuff,” and should be encouraged by musicians everywhere.

A

—E

should
the useful encourages

history, romances, novels, etc., not only for self-improvement, but especially for the, use of his pupils. lie will

Write to the Publisher of The Etude and procure his
lowest terms, for copies enough to supply your class by
the year. Teachers that have adopted this plan find increased interest, not only in technical study, but in whole
study of music.
teacher should feel responsible for the
general awakening and widening of the conception of music in every pupil under his or her tuition.

.

that,

we weave a thread
is a cable
we cannot break it.

Habit
at last

of

;

it

is

not far

every day, and

not good for a man when he has acquired too
facility in a thing.—-Schumann.
It is

To

a being so nobly

endowed

much

man, God himself

-as

can.

give nothing more than opportunity.
from all other branches of
From reading about the great tone-masters will come
learning, in that its difficulties cannot be encountered
Men resemble the gods in nothing so much as in doing
the
desire
to know something of their works by hearing,
separately and overcome one by one.
While the attention
good to their fellow creatures. Cicero
and, if possible, by self-production.
is concentrated upon one particular point, almost incuraLabor is man’s great function. He is nothing, he can.
The teacher will find it much easier to cultivate a taste
ble bad habits may be formed in some unnoticed direction.
Hence the really good teacher will always be on the alert, and love for good music with those of his pupils that read, achieve nothing, he can fulfil nothing without labor.
—Orville Dewey.
than among those that know only music consists of decarefully watching lest anv error creep in unawares.
spised finger exercises, some hated studies and a few toleraM. V.
There are talentless ones, who have learned a great deal,
bly well-learned pieces, of which, in nine cases out of ten,
music
circumstances
being kept at music by the force of
they cannot tell you the authors. On the other hand,
mechanics. Schumann.
Let us each cultivate carefully and joyously the portion the great majority of those that have read some on
the
Providence has committed to our care. Let us never be
subject of music and its composers, want to know as much
What considerate person can enter a school, and not rehindered or distracted by ambitious thoughts that we
about the author of their pieces as possible, and will look flect with awe, that it is a seminary where immortal minds
could do better, or a false zeal tempting us to forsake our
upon finger exercises, scales, etudes etc., as a means to the are in training for eternity.
dajH task with the vain desire to surpass our neighbors. end that they may be enabled to produce better music.
Letxhis one thought occupy our minds to do well what
It is not enough for one to know a thing, as long as what
Many teahhers doubtless will say: “That is all very
is given us to do, for this is all that is required of us.
It
well theoretically, but will surely fail practically. How has been learned does not acquire firmness and security, so
may be summed up in four words
simply, zealously,
can we prevail upon them to read ? Even if we offer them that it applies itself in life.— Schumann.
cheerfully, completely.
”
the books most pupils will not read them
Better the chance of a shipwreck on a voyage of high
The writer has tried a plan which has succeeded admir“Cheap Teackeks.” Parents do not send their chil- ably. At every lesson two or three quesions about music, purpose, than expend life in paddling hither and thither
on a shallow to no purpose at all. Sedgwick.
dren to a rough stonemason to be instructed in the princiwith their answers, were given to each pupil to be memoples of sculpture, nor to a house- painter to receive the first
rized for next lesson.
This constituted part of their regTo the Italian, music is nothing more than a sensual
lessons in landscape or portrait-painting, and yet in the
ular lesson, and consumed, at most, only a minute of their
have no more respect for this manimost important of all the arts-—in music-—the most super- time. If the answer was long, only one was given if very gratification. They
festation of the thought than for the art of cooking.
ficial, the most careless, and, in many cases, the least-inThus, in the course of forty weeks,
short, three or four.
Berlioz.
formed teachers are often chosen to lay the foundation, upon the class had memorized, perfectly, one hundred answers
.
the correctness of which depends success or failureTor a
The pernicious delusion, that “for a begiinner” a secQuestions on the rudito question pertaining to music,
life-time.
If ever a faithful, conscientious, and intelligent
good enough, can be overcome only by
mail
to bear es- ond rate teacher is
meats were avoided the questions were made
teacher is necessary in music, it is at the beginning. A
a good teacher. Only the very best teacher
pecially on matters that were never touched on in the the influence of
correct position and action of the hands and fingers are of
usual piano lesson. There was not a pupil in the class isA good enough.
such vital importance that everything depends upon attain- that, besides much other musical information gained, could
Be firm and be faithful desert not the right—
ing it in the beginning. Far and wide failures are found not instantly tell the name, place, date of birth and death
The brave are the bolder, the darker the night
Then up and be doing, though cowards may fail
because of these “ cheap teachers, ” who are good enough
of the greatest composers, with the names of a few of the
Thy duty pursuing, dare all, and prevail.
How can a teacher succeed if his predeces- principal works of each.
for beginners.
Norman McLeod.
sors has done everything wrong, or has neglected to do
Hfrre are a few of the questions
What
is music ?
that which is right ? The hardest task of the intelligent
In this world 'a man is likely to get what he gives.
and faithful teacher is to “ unteach. ” The teacher must (Various definitions given.) What is the difference beIf you
gallery
to you.
whispering
noise ? Ho\V many schools of piano Men’s hearts are like a
study and understand not only the disposition of the pu- tween "music and
playing are there 1 Who is the founder of the modern speak softly, a gentle whisper comes back to you. If you
pil, but also the physical peculiarities in the formation of
With what measure you mete, it
school
of piano playing ? Name the highest form of in- scold, you get scolded.
the fingers and hands. No two faces are exactly alike, nor
What do you mean by people’s or shall be measured to you again.
strumental music.
are two hands exactly alike.
E. L. I
What is an opera? Name the principal
folk’s songs?
Don’t attempt to hold time back. Give the work of our
What
schools of opera with their characteristics of each.
elders to our youths for study, but do not require them to
Teaching means to instruct. Nine-tenths of our present great master of German opera died recently ?
carry simplicty and lack of oniameution to the point of
forbids
us
more
examples.
Space
teachers,
especially
in
the
South,
music
fail ti^nstruct,
so that they may prudently
After the pupils, were fairly started with their questions affectation. Enlighten them
simply for the want of systematic, thorough and progresemploy newly extended resources of art.
sive teaching, caused by the total absence of a knowledge quite a demand for books on music sprung up, and my
of the theories and technics in music; and in order to little library could hardly keep all supplied.
and the rushing, clatterlip,
piping
use
of
What is the
Aug. G. Rkichest,
counterbalance their deficiences, an unlimited number of
meanT ing fingers, when the souls neither gives nor finds
“ hanky-panky ” tricks are indulged in, which d% not make
Eminence College, Kentucky.
— sons of- earth,” Goethe
— us
“Which of
ing nor purpose
the profession as respectable and honorable as it should be.
hose many good souls, who
complained, “does not pity" those
The principle trouble with most of our so-called music
are caught and eutaglea a the mechanical execution of
teachers is, that they must crowd their little thimbleful of
Schumann ruined his hand for piano playing by invent- music, and sink under it.
experience in music into a few sessions in some of our nu- ing and using a mechanical device to aid him while pracmerous colleges or seminaries, and then at once step into ticing yet we see by the patent reoords that numberless
Father Wieck in his “Piano and Song’’ has “these
the field as an educator and teacher of music. The ef- devices and mechanisms are still being invented to help (?) throe t riles’ as easentail for a good piano or singing teacher
frontery- assumed by all such, simply goes beyond our com- the hand.
Students risk a great deal when they allow
The fined taate.
prehension. Music is no lees a science than other sciences, machinery to attempt for them what their own perse verThe simpmi feeling,
fj§
and nb one, no matter how talented, has ever brought it ano# and intelligence can do much better.
The mod deltmle ear.
to any degree of distinction, unless yean of diligent study
And in addition the requisite knowledge, energy and sobs#
have been spent. To teach, without having a thorough
practice.
nigh
wledge
i serious
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S rU®IE®.F©K Tim PIANO-FOM^FE
Short, Easy, and Musical Studies
exercises this eminent teacher has crystalized the result of a long and useful
educating his daughter, Dr. Clara Schumann and many

i

rmingly blended with interesting and chaste musical thoughts.
Wherever i hey are introduced,
suits.
They can be used with pupils who have taken but a few terms, and can be employed wi
•

Boards, 75 cents.
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